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a good book on logical reasoning is bound to have top rankers like
shikha chauhan, sajid ali, ratan potluri, amit kishore, rahul kumar,
rahul shah, vishal chaudhary and the likes. apart from these, some
other books that come in handy are: with this list, you will be able
to read off the best books and score a first-rate logical reasoning
score in the exam. you should start testing your skills with these

books and then work on the remaining. logical reasoning and data
interpretation was in fact among the very tough areas on the cat
2009. according to cat this year it has been made easy but not

easy. its not a complicated section. its not a section that most of
the students cant score properly. its not a section that is open to a
lot of flukes. its not a section that promises a lot of wealth or of a

medical career. its a section that is a lot of hard work and does not
promise much. why should you? its a section that requires you to

be careful in interpreting data and real time data. thats the beauty
of it. you can make a big difference by knowing your flaws. many

students give up on the topic of logical reasoning and data
interpretation all together. this is a shame as this topic is the most
important topic of the cat exam. while preparing for the cat exam,
understanding logical reasoning and data interpretation is of the

most importance and also the first thing that needs to be
understood. secondly, after that is all understood, we need to come

to a way of solving these questions. how to prepare for cat 2019
pdf.view. i think this is the issue with most of the bookshops. a book

shop may offer a lot of books that has a lot of content but they
cannot explain. simple logic of 2+2=4 cannot be a topic that the
reader can explore. they cant figure it out or its just too simple.

they should take one or two pages. however, then they will go away
and not bother
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